Diabetic retinopathy (DR) affects about one third of patients with diabetes, estimated at 145 million people worldwide.[@bib1] DR severity grading is typically based on the evaluation of retinal lesions visible in fundus biomicroscopy or fundus photography. As DR severity increases, so does the risk of vision-threatening complications. Microvascular changes preceding DR include endothelial cell loss followed by scattered nonperfusion of retinal capillaries, which is commonly not readily accessible in the standard clinical examination.

Optical coherence tomography angiography (OCTA) is a fairly new technology to image the vascular networks of the retina in a fast and noninvasive way. The retinal capillary networks can be resolved separately and capillary dropout can be quantified accordingly. In DR, capillary perfusion density (PD) and capillary branching complexity (fractal dimension \[FD\]) are known to decrease with advanced DR severity.[@bib2]^--^[@bib9] First, differences in perfusion parameter between nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) and healthy controls were described mainly in the superficial capillary plexus, whereas other groups emphasized the importance of the deep capillary complex (DCC) in the pathogenesis of DR.[@bib10]^--^[@bib15]

Capillary perfusion parameters in patients with diabetes were predominately analyzed in the parafovea and the peripapillary region,[@bib5]^,^[@bib11]^,^[@bib16] whereas DR affects the entire retina and not primarily the fovea.[@bib17]^,^[@bib18] It is still unknown to which extent the capillary bed outside the parafovea is affected by diabetes.

The parafoveal circulation differs from the rest of the retina. In the parafovea, three capillary networks of the retina can be distinguished while the intermediate and deep capillary plexus merge to a single layer approximately 6 to 7 mm temporal to the fovea.[@bib19] Vascular lesions like microaneurysms, dot/blot hemorrhages, and intraretinal microvascular abnormalities are most frequently found temporal to the fovea, and cotton wool spots are predominately seen around the arcades and superonasal or inferonasal to the optic disc.[@bib20]^--^[@bib22] Until now, OCTA images of areas outside the parafovea were either qualitatively analyzed or capillary density measurements were based on wide-field scanning pattern with low resolution, which makes it hard to identify subtle microvascular damage.[@bib23]^,^[@bib24] In the present study, capillary perfusion parameters of 6 predefined 3 × 3 mm areas outside the parafovea (three areas temporal to the fovea and three areas nasal to the optic disc) were compared to the parafovea in patients with different DR severity levels and in healthy control subjects.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

This prospective, cross-sectional clinical trial was approved by the institutional review board of the University of British Columbia (UBC), Vancouver, British Columbia (BC), Canada (H18-02095), registered at clinical trials.gov (NCT03765112), and adhered to the tenants of The Declaration of Helsinki. Patients were recruited at the Department of Ophthalmology and Visual Sciences (UBC, Vancouver, BC, Canada) and written informed consent was obtained. Patients with type 1 or 2 diabetes mellitus (DM), DR of each severity level, and healthy controls were included. The following exclusion criteria were applied: media opacities, active intraocular inflammation, retinal disease other than DR like signs of age-related macular degeneration, drusen, retinal artery or vein occlusion, structural damage to the macula, macular edema with central retinal subfield thickness \>290 μm in women and \>305 μm in men measured with Spectralis OCT (Heidelberg, Jena, Germany), history of vitrectomy, glaucoma or use of intraocular pressure lowering eye drops, history of glaucoma surgery, intraocular surgery (including cataract surgery, YAG laser, panretinal laser photocoagulation, intravitreal injection of an anti-VEGF agent or corticosteroids) within 3 months prior to study inclusion. Medical history was obtained, including type of diabetes, duration of diabetes (defined by the start of antidiabetic medication), latest A1c level, height and weight, history of high blood pressure or ongoing anti-hypertensive medication use, history of cardiovascular events (including angina pectoris, myocardial infarction, bypass surgery, STENT implantation, ischemic cardiac disease, and stroke), smoking habits, history of ocular surgery, including lasers, and intravitreal injection therapies.

Image Acquisition {#sec2-1}
-----------------

Seven standardized 3 × 3 mm OCTA volumes were recorded with Swept Source Optical Coherence Tomography Angiography (Plex Elite 9000; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Dublin, CA): one was centered on the fovea (C), one superotemporal (ST), one temporal (T) in line with the fovea, and one inferotemporal (IT) each of the latter three at a distance of 15.8° from the fovea by changing the fixation mark nasally to each of the three accustomed fixation options. The other three cubes were recorded nasal to the optic disc: one adjacent to the optic disc (N), one superonasal (SN), and one inferonasal (IN) ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). For acquisition of the three nasal areas, the fixation mark was moved temporal to the fovea and the scanning pattern was adjusted next to the optic disc, above, and below. Imaging sequences began with the central 3 × 3 area, followed by the temporal areas, and last, the nasal areas. If both eyes were eligible and the patient was compliant, both eyes were included. For each patient, a 30° macula cube (25 B-scans, high-speed, ART 10) was acquired with Spectralis OCT (Heidelberg Engineering Inc., Heidelberg, Germany) to exclude macular edema and at least one 200° ultra-wide field image was recorded with Optomap (Daytona, Optos Inc., Marlborough, MA) for DR severity grading. DR severity grading was done by a retina specialist based on the International Clinical Disease Severity Scale for DR.[@bib25]

![The 15 × 15 mm OCTA montage (Plex Elite, Zeiss) of a patient with severe diabetic retinopathy. The position of the seven 3 × 3 mm areas imaged according to our scanning protocol are outlined in the white boxes. PF = parafovea, T = temporal, ST = superior temporal, IT = inferior temporal, N = nasal, SN = superior nasal, IN = inferior nasal.](iovs-61-5-8-f001){#fig1}

Image Processing {#sec2-2}
----------------

Images with a signal strength greater than eight (out of 10) were included in the study. If the signal strength was eight or lower, the visibility of the capillary networks was evaluated separately to determine if the images could be included in this study. The pseudonymized raw data was exported and analyzed using custom scripts. The inner limiting membrane (ILM), posterior boundary of the inner plexiform layer (IPL), and posterior boundary of the outer plexiform layer (OPL) were then segmented in 3D using an automated graph-cut algorithm implemented in MATLAB.[@bib26] Automated segmentations were examined and corrected when necessary by a trained researcher using ITKSnap.[@bib27] The OCTA scans were then summed in the axial direction between the segmented layers to produce a projected en face image ([Supplementary Fig. S1](#iovs-61-5-8_s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The peripapillary plexus and the superficial capillary plexus were summed together from the ILM to posterior boundary of the IPL, and will be referred to as superficial capillary complex (SCC). The intermediate and deep vascular plexuses, which are highly interconnected, were segmented together as the posterior boundary of the IPL to the posterior boundary of the OPL, and will be referred to as DCC.[@bib19]^,^[@bib28]^,^[@bib29] The microvasculature was then segmented using a neural network where the output of the network is a grayscale map of the probability that each pixel contains a vessel.[@bib30] The maps were then converted to binary by setting every pixel with a probability \>50% to 1 and every other pixel to 0. The capillary PD of the SCC and DCC was generated after subtracting the foveal avascular zone (FAZ) area from the capillary pattern in the central scan and the area occupied by blood vessels greater in diameter than capillaries.[@bib2]^,^[@bib31] The FD was also generated for each image using the box-counting method, where the FD is given by FD = log (Nr)/log(r\^(-1)) where Nr is the number of boxes subtended by boxes of ratio r.

Statistics {#sec2-3}
----------

Sample size calculation was based on the results from Mastropasqua et al., who calculated the parafoveal vessel density of patients with different DR severity levels.[@bib32] The results from the superficial capillary plexus were used because they are less susceptible to imaging artifacts compared to the deep capillary plexus. The effect size was the difference in vessel density between mild and moderate/severe DR. A sample size of 23 is needed for a power of 80% and significance level of 5%. Considering a rate of 10% of images unsuitable for further analyses, we included at least 25 patients for each group.

Descriptive statistics were used to summarize and describe patients' characteristics. A Generalized Linear Model (GLM) was fitted to estimate the relationship between different outcomes and patient\'s characteristics. Given the repeated measure structure of the data and to account for the inter-eye correlation, we used a Generalized Estimating Equation (GEE) method to estimate the GLM parameters for all three outputs (PD/FD of SCC, PD of DCC).[@bib33] In addition, to compare mean of outcomes for different DR severity as well as different areas marginally (unconditional on other patient\'s characteristics), mean and SD of the three outcomes were calculated for each of the seven areas separately grouped by DR severity level. To compare the means between severity levels, mean of the three temporal areas were grouped as the temporal group and the mean of the three nasal area was grouped as the nasal group. In the nasal group, for the superficial capillary density and the FD, only the inferior nasal and superior nasal areas were included, because the area right next to the optic disc showed significantly higher values compared with the other two nasal areas. This discrepancy was most probably due to the peripapillary plexus, which was segmented together with the superficial capillary plexus. The Student\'s *t*-test was used to compare the difference of the three outcomes between patients with DR and healthy control as well as among different DR severity levels. Pearson correlation was computed between diabetes duration and all the three outputs for each DR severity level separately. All analysis was done with R (R version 1.1.447) and with alpha = 0.05 as the significance level (or "familywise" significance level for multiple testing). In the analysis of variance (ANOVA) post hoc multiple comparisons, we reported adjusted *P* values rather than adjusted significance level. Note that in all the comparisons within each area, to overcome the dependency between eyes of the same patient, we used the average of each outcome for a given patient in each area and severity level. In contrast, in the comparisons across different areas, as the effect of area was important to us, we used repeated measure ANOVA to account for the repeated measures of the outcomes of each patient.

Results {#sec3}
=======

One hundred ninety-two eyes (101 OD and 91 OS) of 130 patients were imaged according to the imaging protocol, resulting in 1330 3 × 3 OCTA volumes in total. Mean signal strength was 9.43 (±0.64) and there were only 11 (0.8%) scans with a signal strength lower than 8, which still qualified for further analysis. Scans of patients with mild DR had the best signal strength (mean= 9.65 ± 0.49), whereas patients with moderate/severe DR had the worst signal strength (9.2 ± 0.79; *P* \< 0.001). The mean signal strength was higher in the center and temporal area (9.6 and 9.49 out of 10, respectively) compared to the three nasal areas (9.31; *P* \< 0.05). Patients characteristics are summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Patients Characteristics

  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                                      Patients Characteristics                                                              
  ---------------------------------- -------------------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -------------- -----------------------------------------------------------
  Age,y\                                    56 (**±**15)         63 (**±**16)     61 (±16)     57 (**±**15)   58 (**±**12)  59 (**±**15)\
  mean (±SD)                                                                                                                *P* = 0.422

  Sex: female (%)                             10 (38)              21 (62)        11 (41)         6 (24)        14 (56)     62 (45)\
                                                                                                                            ***P* = 0.038**[^†^](#tb1fn2){ref-type="table-fn"}

  DM type 1: *n* (%)                             NA                 4 (12)         8 (30)         3 (12)         8 (32)     23 (21)[^\*^](#tb1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}\
                                                                                                                            *P* = 0.071

  DM duration in years: mean (±SD)               NA                12 (±9)        20 (±14)       17 (±12)       22 (±10)    17 (±12)[^\*^](#tb1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}\
                                                                                                                            ***P*** **= 0.009**[^‡^](#tb1fn3){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Insulin use: *n* (%)                           NA                 9 (26)        15 (56)        15 (60)        21 (84)     53 (49)[^\*^](#tb1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}\
                                                                                                                            ***P*** **= 0.000**[^§^](#tb1fn4){ref-type="table-fn"}

  A1c level                                      NA               7.3 (±1.3)     7.6 (±1.4)     7.5 (±1.1)     7.8 (±1.5)   7.5 (±1.3)[^\*^](#tb1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}\
                                                                                                                            *P* = 0.730

  BMI in kg/m^2^:\                          26.2 (±3.7)          28.9 (±4.6)    30.2 (±11.1)   27.6 (±3.5)    28.3 (±6.8)   28.3 (±6.6)\
  mean (±SD)                                                                                                                *P* = 0.311

  Smoking: (yes /used to)                       6/3                  2/5            3/7            2/5            1/3       14/23\
                                                                                                                            *P* = 0.390

  Hypertension: *n* (%)                        2 (8)               17 (53)        13 (48)        16 (64)        12 (67)     60 (47)\
                                                                                                                            ***P*\<** **0.001**[^\|\|^](#tb1fn5){ref-type="table-fn"}

  CV event: *n* (%)                              0                  5 (15)         6 (22)         8 (32)         7 (28)     26 (19)\
                                                                                                                            ***P*** **= 0.019**[^\#^](#tb1fn6){ref-type="table-fn"}

  Race: *n* (%)                                                                                                             *P* = 0.103

  American Indian                                0                  1 (3)            0            1 (4)          1 (4)      3 (2)

  Asian                                        5 (20)              10 (33)         2 (7)         10 (40)         8 (32)     35 (26)

  Black or African American                      0                  1 (3)          1 (4)          1 (4)          1 (4)      4 (3)

  White                                       18 (72)              16 (50)        21 (78)        12 (48)        12 (48)     79 (59)

  More than one race                             0                  2 (6)          2 (7)            0            1 (4)      5 (4)

  Unknown                                      2 (8)                2 (6)          1 (4)          1 (4)          2 (8)      8 (6)
  -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BMI, body mass index; CV = cardiovascular, NA = not applicable, mod/sev = moderate or severe, prolif = proliferative; five patients had different severity grading in each eye, making the number of patients in this table 134 instead of 129.

These values are only calculated for patients with diabetes (*n* = 109) excluding healthy controls.

There were significantly more male patients in the moderate/severe group compared to no-DR.

Patients without DR had significantly shorter duration of diabetes compared to patients with proliferative DR.

Incidence of insulin therapy was significantly less in patients with no-DR compared to patients with moderate/severe and proliferative DR.

History of hypertension was significantly less prevalent in controls compared to patients with diabetes of any severity level.

There were significantly less CV events in controls compared to patients with moderate/severe DR.

Significance levels between groups were calculated with analysis of variance (ANOVA) for scale variables and chi-square test for nominal variables.

In general, patients' characteristics were well distributed. There were significantly more female participants in the no-DR group (62%) compared to the moderate/severe group (24%; *P* = 0.046). Diabetes duration and insulin use increased with more severe DR severity levels. Only in the mild DR group the longer diabetes duration was significantly correlated with less PD in the SCC (*r* = -0.52) and DCC (*r* = 0.61) as well as with lower FD (*r* = -0.54). Patients with diabetes had significantly more hypertension (*P* \< 0.001) and history of cardiovascular events (*P* = 0.016). All eyes with proliferative DR had a history of panretinal laser treatment (*n* = 27) and/or intravitreal anti-VEGF treatment (*n* = 16). Among the other eyes of patients with diabetes, only three of the moderate/severe group had a history of anti-VEGF treatment and five of the moderate/severe group had a history of focal laser treatment. The results for each outcome grouped by their topographical location for each DR severity level is summarized in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}. A pairwise comparison of each location and each DR severity level is illustrated in [Supplementary Table S2](#iovs-61-5-8_s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

###### 

Summary of Quantitative OCTA Features for Different DR Severity Levels

                              Healthy Control *n* = 33   No-DR *n* = 51    Mild *n* = 41     Mod/Severe          Proliferative
  --------------- ----------- -------------------------- ----------------- ----------------- ------------------- -------------------
  **PD of SCC**   Parafovea   0.50 (0.02)                0.50 (0.02)       **0.48 (0.03)**   **0.45 (0.04)**     **0.42 (0.04)**
                  Temporal    0.46 (0.02)\*              0.47 (0.03)\*     0.45 (0.04)\*     **0.39 (0.05)\***   **0.33 (0.07)\***
                  Nasal       0.45 (0.04)\*              0.46 (0.03)\*     0.46 (0.04)\*     **0.40 (0.05)\***   **0.35 (0.08)\***
  **FD of SCC**   Parafovea   1.72 (0.01)                1.72 (0.01)       **1.71 (0.01)**   **1.70 (0.01)**     **1.68 (0.02)**
                  Temporal    1.70 (0.01)\*              1.71 (0.01)\*     1.70 (0.01)\*     **1.68 (0.02)\***   **1.65 (0.05)\***
                  Nasal       1.71 (0.01)\*              1.70 (0.01)\*     1.70 (0.01)\*     **1.68 (0.02)\***   **1.66 (0.05)\***
  **PD of DCC**   Parafovea   0.49 (0.02)                0.48 (0.03)       **0.47 (0.02)**   **0.44 (0.04)**     0.43 (0.05)
                  Temporal    0.50 (0.02)                **0.48 (0.02)**   **0.48 (0.03)**   **0.41 (0.07)**     0.39 (0.09)
                  Nasal       0.50 (0.03)                **0.48 (0.03)**   **0.47 (0.03)**   **0.38 (0.08)**     0.39 (0.08)

Outcomes grouped according to retinal topography of 3 × 3 mm scanning areas. For the outcomes of the SCC, the area directly nasal to the optic disc was excluded because it showed significantly higher values than the supero- and inferonasal areas. Values in bold letters are significantly different to outcomes of DR severity one stage lower. Values marked with \* are significantly different to values measured in the parafovea. The *P* values were adjusted according to the Tukey multiple testing method.

Mod = moderate.

Topography of Perfusion Density {#sec3-1}
-------------------------------

There was no significant difference between sex for any of the four outcomes at any severity level. The SCC showed a significantly higher mean capillary density (*P* \< 0.001) in the central 3 × 3 volume, compared to five of the six other locations measured at all DR severity levels as well as in healthy controls ([Supplementary Table S3](#iovs-61-5-8_s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Only in the area nasal to the optic disc were the perfusion densities of the SCC and the FD both comparable to the fovea. Hence, measures of the SCC (mean PD and mean FD) were summarized for the three temporal areas but only measures of the supero- and inferonasal areas were summarized for the nasal areas in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} and [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. In contrast, the DCC showed similar PD across all areas measured ([Supplementary Table S3](#iovs-61-5-8_s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![Plot of the three main outcomes (perfusion density of the superficial and deep capillary plexus as well as fractal dimension of the superficial capillary plexus) for each severity level of diabetic retinopathy grouped by retinal topography of the scanning pattern. The nasal and temporal areas show overall higher variability in each outcome compared to the center. Similarly, the difference between mild and moderate/severe diabetic retinopathy is best visible in the nasal/temporal areas. The bottom and top of each box are the 25th (Q~1~) and 75th (Q~3~) percentile, respectively. The upper and lower whiskers are Q1 -- 1.5 interquartile range (IQR) and Q3 + 1.5 IQR, respectively.](iovs-61-5-8-f002){#fig2}

Comparison of Perfusion Density Between Different DR Severity Levels {#sec3-2}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

The DCC showed a significant difference of capillary PD between no-DR and control only in the temporal and nasal areas, respectively (*P* \< 0.001). When looking at each of the seven areas separately, significant changes were seen at the areas of the nasal inferior (*P* = 0.009) and just temporal to the fovea (*P* = 0.022) between no-DR and control. The PD of the DCC further dropped with increasing DR severity, showing significant difference in all areas between mild and no-DR as well as between moderate/severe and mild DR. Mean PD in proliferative DR was the least of all severity levels.

In the SCC, the PD and FD were comparable between no-DR eyes and controls ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). However, PD and FD in the SCC were significantly less in the central 3 × 3 scan in patients with mild DR compared to controls (*P* \< 0.001), whereas PD and FD in the SCC were significantly less in the central and temporal areas in mild compared to no-DR. PD of the SCC further dropped with increasing DR severity showing significant differences in all areas between moderate/severe and mild DR as well as between proliferative and moderate/severe DR.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

In this study, perfusion parameters of patients of each DR severity level and healthy controls were evaluated in 7 defined 3 × 3 mm areas scanned with high resolution swept-source OCTA. Perfusion density of the DCC was significantly reduced (*P* \< 0.001) outside the parafovea in patients without DR compared to controls, whereas no difference was seen in the parafovea ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The DCC was also primarily affected in patients with type 1 DM without DR.[@bib34] In these patients, a rarefication of the DCC was also described in the parafovea, whereas the area temporal to the fovea was not evaluated. Capillary loss in the temporal macula coincides with the topographic preference of microaneurysm formation.[@bib21]^,^[@bib35]^--^[@bib37] Early blood flow impediment in the DCC might lead to endothelial cell and pericyte loss, and consequently to microaneurysm formation, which are most frequently located in the inner nuclear layer of the retina.[@bib38]^--^[@bib40] It is known that peripheral areas reveal better risk stratification of DR disease progression than the parafovea.[@bib41] Half of the patients with severe capillary loss in the more peripheral areas progress to proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) within a year. Looking for capillary loss outside the central macula, especially in the nasal and temporal areas, can reveal advanced disease, which is not apparent from the area around the fovea only.

Although the PD of the DCC were already less in early disease, there was a temporary trend toward higher PD in the SCC in patients without DR compared to controls ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}, [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) before PD also started to decrease in the SCC in more severe disease. Similar results were published by Rosen et al., who also excluded noncapillary blood vessel from the PD analysis.[@bib42] Recently, Palochak et al. described an increased blood flow velocity in vessels of the SCC measured with Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) in early diabetes.[@bib43] The selective measurement of relatively small blood vessels (15-100 µm in diameter) of the SCC allows new and detailed insight into retinal hemodynamics. Increased retinal perfusion before the occurrence of retinal lesions secondary to DR was described previously.[@bib44]^,^[@bib45] Again, this trend was more pronounced in the nasal and temporal areas. Redirected blood flow from the DCC to the SCC might enhance the perfusion of the SCC and result in higher blood flow velocity. Blood flow through otherwise unperfused capillaries, which were found to be prevalent in healthy young adults by Pinhas et al. could explain the higher PD measurements of the SCC in our patients without DR.[@bib46] Our results in patients with diabetes without DR are likely to be based on functional instead of structural factors influencing retinal hemodynamics. With increasing DR severity (moderate/severe and proliferative DR), PD of the SCC significantly decreases in all areas measured.

In healthy controls, a topographic variation in PD of the SCC in the parafoveal area is previously described.[@bib47]^,^[@bib48] Although wide-field OCTA covers a larger area, accurate PD measurements are limited by the sampling density.[@bib23]^,^[@bib49] Compared to larger scanning patterns, 3 × 3 mm scans were found to be the best for predicting the presence or absence of DR.[@bib23] We chose to acquire 3 × 3 mm volumes with the highest sampling density available at different areas of the macula by changing the fixation target to predefined settings. With this approach we achieve the best resolution currently possible for Swept Source OCTA imaging. The mean PD of the SCC was greatest in the central 3 × 3 mm area, which parallels the higher ganglion cell/inner plexiform layer thickness around the fovea.[@bib50] Our results of topographical differences in PD are consistent with Campbell et al.[@bib19] Five of the six peripheral areas showed a similar PD of the SCC, which was decreasing with increasing DR severity. Only the area nasal to the optic nerve head showed a significantly greater PD (*P* \< 0.05) compared to the other peripheral areas. The higher PD nasal to the optic nerve head can be attributed to a thicker radial peripapillary plexus closer to the optic nerve head, which was segmented together with the superficial capillary plexus. Due to their proximity within the retina, the peripapillary and the superficial plexuses were not segmented individually, although a separation of both is possible in a research setting.[@bib51] In contrast, the PD of the DCC was similar in all areas measured, which is consistent with a uniform inner nuclear layer (INL)/IPL thickness of the macula. Again, the intermediate and deep vascular plexuses were not segmented separately due to their proximity and high connectivity.[@bib28]

All three outcomes showed a higher variability of perfusion parameters with increasing DR severity in the nasal and temporal locations compared to the central location. The higher variability in PD measures reveals that different severities of capillary loss can be present with a similar amount of clinically visible lesions. In fact, the PD of the DCC in proliferative DR was not significantly different from moderate/severe DR, so extensive capillary dropout in the DCC occurs relatively early in the disease. Capillary PD measured outside the parafovea could serve as a new biomarker and might add to the risk stratification of DR progression in patients with diabetes.

However, there are certain limitations to OCTA imaging. Acquiring scans from seven designated areas can be time consuming. Although acquisition time was not measured in this study, overall signal strength was worse in the nasal areas, which came last in the imaging sequence. Further studies are needed to evaluate if image quality is dependent on the scanning location or the sequence of acquisition. It might be sufficient to reduce the image acquisition to one scan temporal and/or one nasal of the macula (SN and IN) to reflect the overall perfusion status of these areas, because the PD within five of the peripheral areas (ST, T, IT, SN, and IN) was similar (*P* \> 0.05) in the SCC and DCC. Scanning the area temporal to the fovea (T) might be the easiest in terms of image post processing. This area is usually void of bigger vessels, which need to be subtracted before the capillary PD can be calculated accurately. According to our results, the PD of the DCC at the area just temporal to the fovea was significantly less in no-DR compared to control. In addition, in the clinic, the temporal region of the parafovea is the most sensitive to predict the onset of DR.[@bib32]

Nasally and temporally, the scanned areas might vary slightly interindividually depending on the patient\'s head position or ocular rotation, however, the distance to the fovea remains consistent. All outcomes were calculated as mean of the 3 × 3 mm area so slight deviations of the scanning position might not impact the results. Last, the intermediate and deep vascular plexuses were combined as DCC and not evaluated separately. Although these two capillary networks can be evaluated separately in the parafovea, they converge further temporally to a single plexus.

To conclude, OCTA technology allows for an objective and quantitative analysis of capillary perfusion of different retina areas in patients with diabetes and different DR severity levels. A decrease in PD in the DCC outside the parafovea was an early sign of disease in patients without clinical signs of DR.
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